
Want access to free books? 
 

      Sumter County students have access to free  

             digital books from several sources! 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Florida House of Representatives has partnered with Age of Learning to bring FREE access to its online 

digital library to every Florida child, regardless of age, income, or reading level, from now through 12/31/2021. 

 

To take advantage of this initiative, all a Floridian needs to do is visit  https://www.readingiq.com/  

and create a free account.  

 

For more information https://youtu.be/LNUyxXR5Gf8 or https://youtu.be/7mdfcnxJmys     
 

PRE-READERS: Under Age 2 
Infants and toddlers benefit from hearing books read aloud as it builds a lifelong love 
of reading. Books with simple pictures, repetition, and familiar topics allow 
children to make connections and build knowledge. Reading IQ includes hundreds of professionally 
voiced-over titles that are perfect for pre-readers. As they listen with their families, children become 
more familiar with sounds and patterns in language, which is an essential early literacy skill. 

 
EMERGING READERS: Ages 2–4 

Emerging readers need exposure to rich language experiences that help them grow their vocabularies, 
build knowledge about the world, and learn how books work. This collection includes alphabet books, 
rhyming stories, and simple nonfiction picture books with familiar and appealing topics. Hearing these 
books read aloud will help children develop a love of stories and reading. Some emerging readers will 
be ready to independently read books with simple language and pictures. 

 

GROWING READERS: Ages 5–8 
Growing readers are making strides in their learning and development with increases in both reading 
fluency and comprehension. Our collection includes books with simple language, early chapter books 
with engaging characters, picture books with light-hearted stories, and nonfiction texts that 
provide informational graphics to support understanding. The collection also includes many Read to Me 
books to support readers in developing listening comprehension. 
 

INDEPENDENT READERS: Ages 9–12 
Independent readers select books based on their interests, and they actively engage with what they 
read. Comprehension is essential as they shift from “learning to read” to “reading to learn.” This 
collection offers a wide range of genres and styles, including nonfiction, realistic fiction, fantasy, 
poetry, and much more! 

 

SPANISH READERS: Ages 2–12 
Spanish-speaking children as well as children who are learning Spanish can benefit from a 
comprehensive collection that includes fiction and nonfiction books on a variety of topics. Featuring 
bilingual picture books, Spanish chapter books, and everything in between, all levels of readers will find 
something to enjoy. 
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The Community Sharing initiative helps public libraries serve the needs of K-12 students and 

schools. With Community Sharing, public libraries can adopt Axis 360 

as a platform for sharing K-12 titles, providing schools with a 

greatly expanded selection of digital content. 

 

Student Link: https://launchpad.classlink.com/sumter  

More information: http://www.baker-taylor.com/PDFs/CommunityShareBrochure.pdf  

 

 

A PERSONALIZED LIBRARY FOR EVERY STUDENT 

Enhanced digital books, enhanced reading growth 

Simply increasing students’ access to reading materials can increase 
reading engagement and, in turn, reading growth. With myON 
Reader, students get access to thousands of digital books—and so 
much more. From robust scaffolds that help students build reading 
and writing skills to customizable assignments and reports 
to help teachers nurture and monitor their progress, 
myON Reader helps you supercharge reading 
growth for every learner. 

 

Student Link: 

https://launchpad.classlink

.com/sumter  

More information:  

https://videos.renaissance.

com/watch/GsCVkeqpx3Br

toQSkodJpQ  
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